Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
In the age of information technology, people of all ages can easily share and access information on the internet. Videos are one such kind of information which is easily accessible, downloadable and watchable on the internet. Today, a lot of pornographic videos are spread on the internet and the interest of young people (age < 18 years) to these videos has increased significantly, and its negative effects are well studied [1] [2] [3] . Thus, the pornographic video content has become the biggest threat for video sharing platforms and social networks [4] . The scholars and policymakers have focused their attention on how to restrict the young people from watching the pornographic video content.
YouTube is the largest online platform for sharing and watching videos in the world which was launched in 2005 [5] in the world. After Google and Facebook, it has the third highest number of visitor in the world [6] . YouTube has videos uploaded in 76 different languages [7] . The user can access it freely and only the registered users can upload a video. The content providers are ranges from individual to groups like media producers, TV, advertisers, sports companies, protestors, politician and so on [8] . During uploading of videos, YouTube age-restricted content policy defines that a video should be flagged as 'age restricted' if contains pornographic (nudity and sexual) content [9] . However, a lot of uploaders intentionally or unintentionally do not set this flag, though their videos contain pornographic content. A survey by Statistica from October 2017 to December 2017 shows that pornographic is the topmost reasons for reporting videos [10] . YouTube has an automatic method of identifying the pornographic video content is done before anybody viewed the content. In addition, reporting based identification method (review after human report) is also important and effective that covers above 30% (9.1 million) of total reported videos by the human on YouTube [10] . The uploaders upload approximately 70,000-h videos per day on YouTube [4] . Thus, it is really a challenge and time-consuming task to watch and review each video. Moreover, many videos those contains the nudity and sexual contents but are not reported by anyone.
The existing methods for detecting the pornographic videos are developed based on visual features of keyframes [4, 11, 12] along with fusing audio information [13] or motion patterns [14] [15] [16] or multimodal features [17] . However, they face difficulties in detecting pornographic content accurately due to having low-resolution, small patch support and appearance variation [11, 13] . Unlike them, we utilize the social media features of YouTube to detect the pornographic videos. Similar to other social media like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube has the social media features of writing comments and replies about the video in the comment section termed as vlog. However, YouTube is usually considered as a video sharing platform and the importance of vlog have long been underestimated [18] . But, the vlog on a specific video creates an online community without friendship links and the community is able to arouse emotions on a YouTube video collectively. This feature utilizes YouTube not only as an entertainment media but also as a social media and makes it interesting from a research perspective [6] . Many researchers have studied the social dynamics of YouTube. Some of them include analyzing the parasocial interaction [19] , participatory and consumption behavior [6] , consumer perceptions of luxury brands [20] and so on. In this paper, we propose the method for identifying the nudity and sexual (pornographic) video content on YouTube using the vlog stream. The proposed method generates its own keyword, key-phrase and emoji dictionary. After collecting the vlog stream, it analyzes the vlog text and emojis to extract the vlogger sentiment. These sentiments are then used by a classifier to decide whether the video contains pornographic content or not. To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we have collected two data sets from YouTube. The first data set contains 905 age restricted (pornographic) YoutTube video metadata with their vlogs.
The second data set contains 1740 non-restricted video metadata with their vlog. The proposed method shows excellent performance on both datasets. The experiment shows an F1 score of 0.91 and 0.84, recall of 0.835 and 0.781 on restricted and unrestricted dataset respectively. The performance measure of the method on unrestricted dataset generates a precision of 0.91 and a balanced accuracy of 0.779.
The overall organization of this paper is as follows. SECTION II describes the proposed methodology in details. The performance of this method is evaluated and analyzed in SECTION III. Finally, SECTION IV concludes the paper and gives some future research directions.
II. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this article, an approach has been proposed for identifying the pornographic content based on the vlog stream. The whole methodology is described in Fig. 1 . Overall, the proposed technique starts by developing the keyword, key-phrase and emoji dictionary (SECTION II.A). The noisy vlog stream is downloaded using YouTube provided 'Data API' and cleaned to remove noisy contents (SECTION II.B). The vlogs are written in varieties of languages (e.g. English, Bengali, Spanish etc). The clean vlog from the vlog stream are converted into English using Google translator API and the stems of vlog text are generated using the popular Porter Stemmer (SECTION II.C). The vlog text is classified into pornographic or nonpornographic based on the extracted feature (TABLE I) from each vlog (SECTION II.D). The feature set of the YouTube video is also extracted (TABLE II) and using the feature set, the video as pornographic video or not using a fuzzy classifier (SECTION II.E).
A. Keyword, Key-phrase and Emoji dictionary development Keyword and key-phrase dictionary is a requirement for the execution of the proposed pornographic content detection methodology. The dictionary contains the popular and related terms used in the pornographic field. For developing the keyword, key-phrase and emoji dictionary, we have collected and analyzed the vlog stream for 100 age restricted pornographic videos from YouTube. We have cleaned the vlog stream by removing single letters, numeric characters, punctuations, and URLs. We have computed the term frequency from the videos and we develop the keyword and key-phrase dictionary manually related to nudity and sexual (NS) content by considering the several aspects to express pornographic talk on YouTube. Fig. 2 describes the aspects for developing the keyword and key phrase dictionary. According to Fig. 2 , five aspects are considered for developing the keyword and key-phrase dictionary. Some of the keywords and key-phrases are related to pornographic organs of human and pornographic activity. Modern people use artificial instruments for non-natural pleasure and they are also included in the dictionary. In addition, the dictionary includes the slang words which are frequently used to express nudity and sexual related views and opinions on YouTube. Fig. 3 , represents the keyword cloud used in this model which contains 400 keywords. In modern IT, emojis are pictorial representations of one's feeling and some emojis are used to indicate pornographic content. The frequently used emojis on YouTube age restricted videos are also added to the second type of dictionary called Emoji dictionary that contains 10 emojis.
B. Vlog Stream Acquisition and Cleaning
The vlog stream (comments and replies) on a video are collected using YouTube provided Data API. Along with the vlog stream, the tags of each video are also collected. The vlog stream includes a lot of noises along with the original information. After acquiring the vlog stream, the cleaning process is described in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 , the cleaning process starts with removing the URL, punctuations and multiple spaces and newlines as they don't convey any message. Moreover, single letter and numerical characters don't have any meaning and they are also removed.
C. Emoji Extraction, Vlog text Translation, and Stem Set
Finding After cleaning, the vlog text contains words, phrases, and emojis. The emojis are extracted. The YouTube vlog text can be written in any language by the vlogger. For processing the vlog stream, they should be translated into a unique language. As the keyword and key-phrase dictionary contains English words, so every non-English vlog text is translated into the English language. The Google translator API [21] is used to translate non-English vlog texts into English texts. The translated YouTube vlog text is then split into its words using classical tokenization. A word may be in different part of speech. For simplification, Porter stemming algorithm [22] is used to represent the derived words in their stem or root form.
D. Vlog Text Classification
The proposed three types of the dictionary (keyword and key-phrase dictionary, emoji dictionary) are used to classify the vlog text into either 'pornographic' class or 'nonpornographic' class. The 'pornographic' class is used to represent the negative sentiment about a video whereas the 'non-pornographic' class is used to express the positive sentiment about a video. For classifying the vlog text some features are considered as listed in TABLE I. The first feature is the 'bag-of-words' that refers to the extracted distinct words and phrases from the comment. Similarly, 'bag-of-emojis' refers to the extracted distinct emojis from the vlog text. 
The presence of pornographic related emoji in the vlog M is computed as 2 1 2 2 1 ..... . These negation words are extracted from the work in [23] . Thus, the presence of a stem, i s in the dictionary, 1 D is found using Equation (3)
The presence of pornographic related keyword and keyphrase in the vlog text M is computed as
The comment C is classified to either 'pornographic' or 'non-pornographic' class based on its relativity
is calculated by combining Equation (2) and Equation (4) 
E. Video Classification
In this article, we classify each YouTube video into three categories as Fig. 4 . The categories are described as follows i. Pornographic Video: The first category is restricted video. This kind of videos contains pornographic content and they appropriate for adult people. According to the YouTube policy [9] , age restricted videos are not visible for the user under 18 years.
ii. Potential Pornographic Video: This type of videos is marked as non-age restricted but there is a possibility that they contain nudity and sexually suggestive contents. The uploader intentionally or unintentionally leaves the flag open for all and it needs further review.
iii. Non-Pornographic Video: The non-restricted videos do not contain any age-restricted content. They are open to watching for all aged people.
Fig. 4. Proposed YouTube video category
For classifying video we extract four features related to the video content as TABLE II. The first feature is the number of vlog text (comments and replies) by each vlogger termed as 'vlogger text frequency'. The second feature is the 'vlogger sentiment' which is the overall sentiment of a vlogger. This feature is distinguished from the text feature 'vlog sentiment' by the fact that 'vlog sentiment' is the sentiment of a single vlog text whereas 'vlogger sentiment' is the overall sentiment of multiple texts by a single vlogger. For the vlogger with a single text, they are actually equal. Let, a user U write M vlog text on a video. Among M texts, Q1 is the number of 'pornographic' classified text and Q2 is the number of 'non-pornographic' classified text, then the vlogger's overall sentiment is (8) Otherwise, the video is further processed to be classified. However, the problem is that the total number of distinct vlogger ) ( log ger V N is not taken into account. Sedding and Kazakov propose a straightforward solution to this problem and it is to find the relative pornographic vlogger ) ( log ger v NS R using the following equation [24] . The last feature is the uploader sentiment which is extracted using SECTION II.D. Uploader sentiment is one of the import features to consider during classification as the negative sentiment in tags increases the probability of being a video to pornographic content. It is an binary value where 1 means the tag is pornographic content and 0 means tag is non-pornographic content.
The first two features are used to derive the third feature. Thus the two features 'relative pornographic vlogger count' and 'uploader sentiment' are used to classify each YouTube video. In video classification task, we use the architecture of eclass0 Fuzzy-Rule based classifier proposed by Angelov and Zhou [25] . If The inference is generated using "winner takes all" rule [26] as follows
where i W is the firing level of the fuzzy rule i R and it is computed as the product of membership values for n features using Equation (9) . 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experiment executes the proposed pornographic video content detection technique on two video data sets. The first data set is age restricted YouTube video data set and the second one is the unrestricted YouTube video data set. SECTION III.A describes the experimental datasets collection and Section III.B describes the settings of application parameter for executing the proposed technique. The performance of the proposed technique was measured and analyzed in SECTION III.C.
A. Collecting the YouTube Vlog Stream
The YouTube vlog stream collection is a two-step operation. In the first step, a video searching operation has been executed to collect videos with their tags, vlog text count and age-restricted flag using some pornographic keywords and key-phrases (SECTION III.A). YouTube data API is used for the searching operation. A total of 905 pornographic YouTube videos and 1740 unrestricted videos were selected for vlog stream collection. The pornographic videos are considered for preparing the restricted dataset and the unrestricted videos are considered for the unrestricted dataset. The video dataset preparation with collecting the vlog stream is described in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) . The text with red color defines the age restriction notice that describes the video is not watchable for the viewers under 18. The notice also includes the flag is set by the uploader or YouTube according to the community guidelines. The videos with no vlog text are eliminated from the datasets. This filtering operation leaves 776 videos in the restricted dataset and 1636 videos in the unrestricted dataset. th October 2018 for each video in each video data set using API. The vlog then translated using Google translator API. To prepare the ground truth dataset, the unrestricted videos are manually labeled as pornographic or non-pornographic by a team of social scientists according to the YouTube age restriction policy [9] .
B. Parameters Setting
In this experiment, only one parameter namely vlogger count threshold 
C. Performance Measurement
The proposed methodology classifies each video from the datasets (restricted and unrestricted dataset) into pornographic, potential pornographic or non-pornographic video. This identified class label is then compared with the manually set class label (SECTION II.A) for identifying true and false detection. The identifying class label by the proposed method is figured as Fig. 6 . According to The class labels of 'pornographic' and 'nonpornographic' by the proposed method are considered for measuring the performance. To evaluate the performance of proposed pornographic video content identification, the criteria are defined in terms of recall, precision, F1 score, false acceptance rate (FAR), false rejection rate (FRR), and accuracy (ACC), balanced accuracy (BACC). For unrestricted video dataset, all other measurements are computed. But we measure recall and F1score for restricted dataset as the dataset contains only truly pornographic videos. We compare the performance of the proposed method on the restricted dataset with the unrestricted dataset in terms of recall and F1 score.
SECTION III.C.1 compare the performance of the proposed pornographic video content detection over the age restricted dataset with the unrestricted dataset. SECTION III.C.2 measures and analyzed the performance of the proposed technique for unrestricted video.
1) Recall & F1 Score
The proposed pornographic content identification method is executed on both restricted and unrestricted datasets. From the experiment, the measured recall and F1 score on both restricted and unrestricted datasets are presented in Fig. 7 . From Fig. 7 , the recall and F1 score for the restricted dataset is more than the unrestricted dataset. In the experiment, recall and F1 score are not the maxima though restricted dataset contains only pornographic videos. The fall is due to the fact that their vlog stream contains some local slangs and abbreviations written in English words but we only consider the pornographic words from the English dictionary. This fact generates some false negative result and the performance fall down. For the same reason, the recall and F1 score for the unrestricted dataset also get down. In addition, in some romantic videos, many vloggers write pornographic comments and replies though the video doesn't contain any pornographic scene. This fact generates some false positive result and the recall and F1 score is less in the unrestricted dataset than the restricted dataset.
2) Precision, FAR, FRR, ACC, and BACC
Along with measuring F1 score and recall (SECTION III.C.1), the precision, FAR, FRR, ACC and BACC are also measured. All the performance criteria are expected to maximum except FAR and FRR that is expected to minimum. From the experiment, the measured criteria for the unrestricted dataset are presented in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , the red color line is the measured performance and the green color line is the expected performance value. According to Fig. 8 , the experiment shows a good precision and very low FAR value due to high true positive and low false positive result. This indicates the likelihood that a video may be falsely accepted as pornographic video and must be minimized to maximize the performance of the proposed method. The slight fall of performance in terms of FAR and precision is due to small false positive result. However, the FRR is not as good as expected due many pornographic videos are identified as non-pornographic video. The fact behind the false rejection is that many local vlog texts are written in local slangs like ' ' which have both negative (breast) and positive (milk) meaning in the Bengali language, though the English language interprets it positively. Moreover, much non-English local slang have no English translation. Moreover, many vloggers write their local language using English like 'chudai' in English. All these factors increase the false rejection rate (FRR) due to failing in interpretation the true meaning of words. The experiment also shows nearly equal accuracy (ACC=0.78) and balanced accuracy (BACC=0.779). Though the proposed method shows an impressive precision, the measured ACC and BACC are not as high as precision because of false negative resulting.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, a method for vlog stream processing has been proposed which enables us to identify the pornographic video on YouTube. While almost all existing approaches work based on visual features of video, the proposed model analyzes the social features of vlog stream. This feature of the method eliminates the dependency on the high resolution of the video to identify the nudity and sexual content. To our best knowledge, this is the first effort to analyze the vlogger sentiment to detect the pornographic content in YouTube video. The experimental result shows that the proposed model shows a high precision of 0.91 and low false acceptance result of 0.09. It also shows a very good balanced accuracy of 0.779 f the proposed model on the unrestricted dataset. The F1 score of the proposed method is 0.91 and 0.84 for restricted and unrestricted datasets which validates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The proposed model identifies the pornographic content on YouTube video with a very good level of success. However, the results are not as impressive as like as the visual feature-based methods. This fact leaves the future research on improving the performance. The keyword, keyphrase and emoji dictionary is developed by human processing of vlogs. It cannot include new entries and is a source of performance degradation. An automatic method for language independent dictionary can enhance the performance in future.
